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Boyer Street/Seymour Grove/
Talbot Road cycle improvements;
see main map for details.

ApprovedTalbot Road
cycle and pedestrian
proposals.
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CHESTER ROAD

PROPOSALS

Proposed cycle lanes and
carriageway markings to
tie into existing layout.

Chester Road junction to
be altered with additional
pedestrian refuge islands
and crossings.

Boyer Street junction altered
to accommodate proposed
cycle infrastructure.

Vehicular maintenance access
to Trafford Bar Metrolink stop
to be maintained with dropped
kerbs. Vehicles to give way to
cyclists and pedestrians.

Light segregation units used
to separate cycle lane from
adjacent traffic lane.

Vehicular access to Trafford Hall Hotel
to be maintained with dropped kerbs.
Vehicles to give way to cyclists and
pedestrians.

Shared use area between footway
and pedestrian bus stop island.
Pedestrians to have priority.

50m length ‘Terraced’
section of cycle lane:
60mm below footway and
60mm above carriageway.

Proposed traffic signal
controlled Sparrow
Crossing.

Existing bus stop
to be maintained.

Proposed bus bypass with
pedestrian zebra crossing
across cycle lane.

Proposed cycle lanes to be at
footway level, separated from
footway by demarcation kerbs
laid flush.

Proposed cycle lanes and
carriageway markings to tie
into approved Talbot Road/
White City Way proposals.
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Proposed road markings

Existing road markings

Existing double yellow lines

Proposed cycle lane

Proposed direction of travel for cyclists 

Proposed cycle lane with green high friction surfacing

Existing cycle lane

Proposed light segregation units providing physical separation between
cycle lane and traffic lane

Footway/paved area

Proposed traffic signal controlled pedestrian crossing

Proposed zebra pedestrian crossing

Proposed uncontrolled pedestrian crossing

Existing traffic signal controlled pedestrian crossing

Bus stop

Buildings

Existing landscaped area

Mayor’s Challenge Fund – Cycling and Walking Improvements
Seymour Grove/Chester Road and Talbot Road/Boyer Street


